The goal of this presented study was to determine the optimum parameters of secondary optical elements (SOEs) for concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) units with flat Fresnel lenses. Three types of SOEs are under consideration in the design process, including kaleidoscope with equal optical path design (KOD), kaleidoscope with flat top surface (KFTS), and open-truncated tetrahedral pyramid with specular walls (SP). The function of using a SOE with a Fresnel lens in a CPV unit is to achieve high optical efficiency, low sensitivity to the sun tracking error, and improved uniformity of irradiance distribution on the solar cell. Ray tracing technique was developed to simulate the optical characteristics of the CPV unit with various design parameters of each type of SOE. Finally, an optimum KOD-type SOE was determined by parametric design process. The resulting optical performance of the CPV unit with the optimum SOE was evaluated in both single-wavelength and broadband simulation of solar spectrum.
Introduction
A concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) unit is generally composed of a primary optical element (POE), a secondary optical element (SOE) and a solar cell. The function of the POE is to concentrate a large-area solar energy into a small III-V solar cell. Furthermore, the SOE is applied to redirect the sun light into the solar cell and to distribute the energy uniformly on the solar cell [1] [2] [3] . The most common OPEN ACCESS type of refractive POE is a flat Fresnel lens. In addition, there are two major materials for Fresnel lens, i.e., PMMA and Silicone-on-Glass, and the latter is believed to have a better outdoor life and reliability under solar radiation and humidity [4] [5] [6] [7] .
If only a POE is applied in a photovoltaic system, nonuniformity of the concentrated distribution on the solar cell surface is observed, resulting in localized hot spot or even damage of the solar cell [1, 8] . Localized hot spots and poor uniformity will reduce efficiency of the photovoltaic system and service life of the solar cell. Keeping the power production of a photovoltaic system in real operation conditions under influences of wind and vibration is important. Therefore, precise orientation to the sun of the photovoltaic system is required. One of the ways for lowering the effect of the inaccurate orientation on the concentrator system power efficiency and for improving the irradiation uniformity on the solar cell surface is the application of the SOE located before the solar cell [8, 9] .
Secondary optical elements are specular or refracting optical elements of various forms. The parameters of SOE used in a CPV unit are usually tailored according to the design parameters of the POE, performance requirements and the size of the solar cell [8] . Using a SOE with a Fresnel lens in a CPV unit will achieve high optical efficiency, lower the sensitivity to the sun tracking error, and improve the uniformity of irradiance distribution on a solar cell [8] [9] [10] .
The three major factors used in evaluating a CPV system include the optical efficiency, the acceptance angle and the uniformity of irradiance distribution on the solar cell. The optical efficiency of a photovoltaic system is defined as the ratio of the radiant flux on the solar cell and the POE surface. The acceptance angle θ90% is commonly defined as the incidence angle corresponding to 90% of the maximum optical efficiency at normal incidence.
In other words, the optical characteristic of a CPV unit is highly affected by the design of the SOE. Therefore, an optimum SOE tailored for a specific CPV unit is essential to achieve the highest optical performance. Andree et al. proposed optimization of SOE for CPV unit with a flat Fresnel lens [8] . Recently, Zhuang and Yu applied simplex algorithm to attain optimum prism displacements of a Fresnel lens, leading to a uniformity irradiance on the solar cell with broad solar spectrum [11] . Buljan et al. achieved high uniformity and chromatic balance for CPV system by using a dielectric solid RXI-type SOE in a CPV system comprising a flat Fresnel lens [12] . Lv et al. analyzed the performance of a CPV module considering the temperature-dependent model of the optical elements and the solar cell. [13] .
In this study, the size of the square Fresnel lens is 40 mm × 40 mm, the size the solar cell is 1.25 mm × 1.25 mm, and the theoretical geometric concentration ratio is 1024. The square solar cell is placed on the focal plane of the POE, of which the focal length is 130.1 mm. The Fresnel lens is made by silicone-on-glass with urethane prism grooves of pitch 0.2 mm on a 2 mm thick flat BK7 glass, and the internal transmittance of BK7 is assumed as 0.99 in the simulation [12] . The commercial package, ASAP (Breault Research Organization, Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA), was applied to perform the optical simulations in this research.
In addition, light source with a divergence angle of 0.265 degrees and AM1.5D were assumed in the simulation. The Fresnel loss occurring at all interfaces/surfaces was also considered in the ray-tracing process. In the preliminary design steps of SOE, a single wavelength of 550 nm of solar spectrum was considered to determine the basic optical characteristic of the CPV unit with various SOE designs. The indexes of refraction of BK7 and urethane at 550 nm are 1.518 and 1.510, respectively [14] . Finally, the optical characteristics of the CPV unit with the optimum SOE were evaluated in broadband solar spectrum in the range of 400-1300 nm. Table 1 summarizes the major optical properties and design parameters of the silicone-on-glass Fresnel lens used in the CPV unit. Three types of SOEs were evaluated in the preliminary design process, including (1) kaleidoscope with equal optical path design (KOD); (2) kaleidoscope with flat top surface (KFTS); and (3) open-truncated tetrahedral pyramid with specular walls (SP). The former two are refractive type made by BK7 and the last one is reflective type [8, 9] . 
Preliminary Design of SOEs

KOD-Type SOE
The design concept of KOD-type SOE comprises law of refraction, law of reflection, marginal ray, equal-optical path design and imaging optics [1, 2, 8, 9, 15] . Figure 1 illustrates the KOD-type SOE, comprising an ellipsoidal-top and a middle cone part. Total internal reflection (TIR) occurs at the internal surface of the bottom section, which is placed in front of the solar cell. The initial designed incidence angle Ii of the KOD-type SOE was 1.2°. Figure 2 shows the optical efficiency of the flat Fresnel lens with the KOD-type SOE and the effect of incidence angle on the optical efficiency. According to the simulation results shown in Figure 2 , the optical performance can be determined as follows: the optical efficiency under normal incidence is 84.6%, the acceptance angle is 1.2° with an optical efficiency of 76.2%. Moreover, the optical efficiency drops to only 5% at an incidence angle of 2°. When the incidence angle is smaller than 1.2°, most of the incident rays refracted from the POE will be refracted at the top elliptical surface of the KOD-type SOE and then be reflected (due to TIR) at the bottom surface to the solar cell. Figure 3a demonstrates the ray-tracing results when the incidence angle is 0.4°, where only a few rays will not enter the solar cell. On the other hand, when the incidence deviation is larger than 1.2°, more light rays will not have second reflection after TIR at the bottom section of the SOE, and those rays will not enter the solar cell, as shown in Figure 3b . Consequently, the optical efficiency drops largely after the incidence angle is larger than 1.2°. Figure 5 illustrates the design parameters and the solid model of the KFTS-type SOE. Total internal reflection occurs at the internal surfaces of the four sided-walls and the SOE is made of BK7 glass. Figure 6 shows the optical efficiency of the flat Fresnel lens with the KFTS-type SOE under different incidence angles. As shown in Figure 6 , the optical performance can be determined as follows: the optical efficiency under normal incidence is 85.3%, and the acceptance angle is 0.7° with an optical efficiency of 78.3%. Moreover, the optical efficiency drops to 0% at an incidence angle of 1.7°. Figure 7 obviously shows a uniform irradiance distribution on the solar cell under normal incidence, resulting from effective redistributing of solar energy by the KFTS-type SOE. The peak value of irradiance shown in Figure 
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Figure 7.
Irradiance distribution on the receiver under normal incidence for the Fresnel lens with KFTS-type SOE. Figure 8 shows the solid model of the reflective SP-type SOE. The reflection rate is assumed as 0.95 for the four specular sided-walls. Figure 9 shows the optical efficiency of the flat Fresnel lens with the SP-type SOE under different incidence angles. As shown in Figure 9 , the optical performance can be calculated as follows: the optical efficiency under normal incidence is 88.7%, and the acceptance angle is only 0.3° with an optical efficiency of 80.5%. Additionally, the optical efficiency drops to 0% at an incidence angle of 1.8°. Figure 10 shows that the irradiance distribution on the solar cell under normal incidence is less uniform, compared with those from KOD and KFTS-types of SOE. This implies that this reflective type of SOE cannot redistribute the solar energy as effectively as the two refractive-type SOEs, KOD and KFTS. The peak Table 2 summarizes the optical performances of the three types of SOE based on the simulated results presented in the preceding sections. The focal distance of the POE is the same for the three-types of SOE. The optical performance of the CPV unit without any SOE is also listed in Table 2 for comparison purpose. According to Table 2 , the following can be observed: (1) the CPV unit with the KOD-type SOE exhibits a highest acceptance angle of 1.2° among the three preliminary types of SOE, while the SP-type SOE has a relatively limited improvement on the acceptance angle (only 0.3°); (2) The CPV unit with the SP-type SOE yields a highest optical efficiency at normal incidence (88.7%), while the KOD-and KFTS-types of SOE lead to similar optical efficiency under normal incidence (84.6% and 85.3%, respectively); (3) The irradiance distribution on the solar cell is most uniform with the KFTS-type SOE, and the SP-type of SOE has insignificant improvement on the irradiance uniformity on the solar cell; (4) The SP-type SOE is believed to have the easiest manufacturing processes and the lowest cost among the three-types of SOEs. In addition, Figure 11 shows the optical efficiency of the three types of SOE under different incidence angles. It can be observed that the KOD-type is most insensitive to the deviation of incidence angle. The three types of SOE were explored for further optimization design in the following section. 
SP-Type SOE
Comparison of Three Types of SOE
Optimum Design of SOE
KOD II-Type SOE
To achieve the optimum parameters of the KOD-type SOE, the following steps of optimization design process were performed:
(1) The original prism pitch of the Fresnel lens with the KOD-type SOE was 0.2 mm. The resulting optical efficiencies under various prism pitch, ranging from 0.2 mm to 1.4 mm, were calculated and compared, as shown in Figure 12a . Figure 12a shows that when the prism pitch was 1.0 mm, the optical efficiencies under normal incidence and at an incidence deviation of 1.2° were both the highest. Hence, the prism pitch was selected as 1 mm. (2) As Figure 12b shows, the effects of the F-number (ranging from F/2.0 to F/2.4) of the Fresnel lens and the designed incidence angle Ii of the KOD-type SOE were calculated and compared. The elliptical curve of the top section of the KOD-type SOE was re-calculated according to different values of the designed incidence angle Ii. Theoretically, the designed incidence angle of the KOD-type SOE Ii is very similar to the calculated acceptance angle. It was found that the best optical efficiency at an incidence angle of 1.7° with an F-number of 2.3. Notably, the F/2.3 was the original value of the F-number, which means the focal length of the POE was unchanged. Figure 13 and Table 3 summarize the optical characteristics and comparison of CPV unit with the KOD and KOD II SOEs. As shown in Figure 13 and Table 3 , the KOD II SOE exhibits a better acceptance angle (1.7°) than the KOD SOE does (1.2°), and the optical efficiency of KOD II is 50% even under an incidence angle deviation of 2°. The optical efficiency under normal incidence for KOD and KOD II SOEs are almost the same. Figure 14(a,b) display the irradiance distribution with KOD II SOE when the incidence angle deviations are 0° and 1.7°, respectively. 
KFTS II-Type SOE
As shown in Figure 5a , the two basic design parameters of the KFTS are hieght H and inclination angle θ of the walls. A parametric design process with various values of H and θ were performed to determine the optimum KFTS-type SOE, designated as KFTS II.
The optical efficiency with various values of H and θ under normal incidence and under an incidence deviation of 1° are shown in Figure 15(a,b) , respectively. A feasible value of inclination angle θ was found in the range of 8° and 18°, according to Figure 15a . In addition, Figure 15b revealed that the optimum value of inclination angle θ was 10° to achieve a highest optical efficiency under an incidence deviation of 1°. Moreover, when the inclination angle θ is 10°, the optical efficiencies were 81% at H = 28 mm, 81.2% at H = 29 mm, 81.1% at H = 30 mm, and 81% at H = 31 mm, respectively. Accordingly, the optimum values of H and θ were selected as 29 mm and 10°, based on the simulation results shown in Figure 15 . Figure 16 shows and compares the optical efficiency of the CPV unit with KFTS and KFTS II SOEs under various incidence angles. The optimum KFTS II SOE extends the acceptance angle to 1.1° and the corresponding optical efficiency at the acceptance angle is 76.9%. The optical efficiency under normal incidence is 85%, and it decreases gradually to 0% at an incidence angle of 2°. Figure 17(a,b) display the irradiance distribution on the solar cell when the incidence angle deviation is 0° and 1.1° (acceptance angle), respectively. A very uniform distribution was obvious in Figure 17a , which indicates that the KFTS II SOE exhibits good solar energy redistribution on the receiver under normal incidence. 
SP II-Type SOE
The SP-type SOE is an open-truncated tetrahedral pyramid with specular walls, and its two basic design parameters are height H and inclination angle θ of the walls, similar to the illustration shown in Figure 5a . A parametric design process with various values of H and θ were performed to determine the optimum SP-type SOE, designated as SP II. Figure 18 (a,b) shows the optical efficiency with various values of H and θ when the incidence deviation are of 0° and 1°, respectively. As Figure 18a shows, the optical efficiency increases when the inclination angle θ is larger than 9°. Meanwhile, Figure 18b revealed that the best value of θ is 10° to attain a peak optical efficiency under an incidence deviation of 1°. Moreover, when the inclination angle θ is 10°, the optical efficiencies were 69.826% at H = 52 mm, 69.828% at H = 53 mm, 69.827% at H = 54 mm, and 69.826% at H = 55 mm, respectively. Therefore, the optimum values of H and θ were selected as 53 mm and 10°, based on the parametric design process shown in Figure 18 . The optical efficiency of the CPV unit with the original SP and optimum SP II SOEs under various incidence angle deviations is shown in Figure 19 . The optimum SP II SOE increases the acceptance angle to only 0.7° and the corresponding optical efficiency at this acceptance angle is 79.9%. The optical efficiency under normal incidence is 88.7%, and it drops gradually to 64% at an incidence angle of 1°. redistribution on the receiver under normal incidence. Furthermore, the irradiance distribution on the receiver was affected when the incidence angle deviation was 0.7°, as shown in Figure 20b .
(a) (b) Figure 20 . Irradiance distribution on the receiver for the Fresnel lens with SP II-type SOE (a) under normal incidence; (b) incidence angle = 0.7°. Figure 21 shows the dependency of optical efficiency on the incidence angle deviation for the CPV unit with the three optimum SOEs, including the KOD II, KFTS II and SP II. Table 4 Figure 21 and Table 4 , the KOD II significantly extended the acceptance angle to 1.7°, which is much higher than those obtained from KFTS II (1.1°) and SP II (0.7°). The KFTS II will lead to a best uniformity of irradiance distribution under normal incidence, while the SP II has the largest non-uniformity. Although the SP II SOE exhibits a best optical efficiency when there is no incidence angle deviation, the lowest acceptance angle will limit its practical application.
Comparison of Three Optimum SOEs
After considering the three factors of choosing suitable SOE, i.e., high acceptance angle, high optical efficiency and high uniformity of irradiance distribution, the KOD II type SOE was selected as the best SOE and broadband solar spectrum is performed in the following section.
Broadband Solar Spectrum Simulation with KOD II-SOE
In the preceding sections, the KOD II SOE was selected as the best SOE, and its optical performance was simulated with a single wavelength at 550 nm. Since the solar spectrum is broadband, ranging from 280 nm to 2500 nm, it is necessary to predict the actual characteristics of the CPV unit with the KOD II SOE under broadband spectrum. Based on the response of the III-V solar cell made from INGaP/GaAs/Ge, the broadband simulation was performed in the spectrum ranging from 400 nm-1300 nm in this study. In addition, the dependency of index of refraction of the urethane and BK7 on the wavelength was also considered in the simulation. In the simulation, the wavelength range (400 nm-1300 nm) was divided into smaller segments of 100 nm, as listed in Table 5 . Figure 22 shows the simulated optical efficiency of the CPV unit with the KOD II SOE in single wavelength (550 nm) and broadband (400 nm-1300 nm). The simulation results reveal that the optical efficiency from broadband spectrum is higher than those from single wavelength. More specifically, the optical efficiency under normal incidence from broadband spectrum is 87% and the optical efficiency from single wavelength is 85%. In addition, the acceptance angles from the two simulation scenarios are the same, both is 1.7°. Table 6 summarizes the optical performance of CPV unit with KOD II SOE with broadband and single-wavelength simulation. Figure 23(a,b) show the irradiance distribution on the receiver from broadband simulation with KOD II-type SOE when the incidence angle is 0° and 1.7°, respectively. By comparing Figure 23a and Figure  14a , it is found that the irradiance is more localized in the central region of the solar cell based on broadband simulation. This phenomena results from the fact that the index of refraction of the Fresnel lens is decreasing with an increase of wavelength. Therefore, the irradiance distribution on the solar cell under broadband simulation was not as uniform as that under a single wavelength of 550nm. The presented optimization process in this study was based on the simulation of single-wave length. In the future, a further optimization can be conducted considering the broadband solar spectrum and the response of specific solar cell. 
Conclusions
This study presented the optimization process of tailoring an SOE for a silicone-on-glass Fresnel lens in a CPV unit based on single-wavelength simulation. The goal of the optimization was to achieve high values of optical efficiency and acceptance angles. The irradiance uniformity on the solar cell was also evaluated for the CPV unit with each type of SOE. Firstly, three types of SOE, KOD, KFTS and SP, were considered, and the optical characteristics of each type of SOE were evaluated by ray-tracing simulation under single wavelength of 550 nm. For each type of SOE, preliminary design and optimum design were determined and the resulting optical performances were simulated. Finally, a best KOD II-type SOE was achieved, which exhibits a highest acceptance angle of 1.7°, as well as a good optical efficiency. Nevertheless, the SP II-type SOE exhibits a best irradiance distribution on the solar cell.
Moreover, the simulation results of the CPV unit with the best KOD II-type SOE under broadband solar spectrum were also performed and the results were compared with those from single wavelength simulation. The acceptance angles were the same (1.7°), and the optical efficiency under normal incidence from broadband simulation (87%) was higher than that from single wavelength simulation (85%). Meanwhile, the irradiance uniformity under broadband solar spectrum simulation was not as good as that under single wavelength simulation. Therefore, the irradiance uniformity on the solar cell under broadband simulation can be considered along with optical efficiency and acceptance angle in the future optimization process of SOE.
